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As a consequence of the rapid development in Fuzzy Logic Sys-
tems (FLSs) and neural networks (NNs) techniques in the 1980s,
great progress in fuzzy neural networks (FNNs) design and
implementation techniques was made. Since the early 1990s,
FNNhave attracted a great deal of interest because such systems
are more efﬁcient and more powerful than either NN or FLS
alone. Different types of FNN have been presented in the litera-
ture. These types can be identiﬁed based on the structure of the
FNN, the fuzzy model employed, and the learning algorithm920874173.
. Fahmy).
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10adopted. On the one hand, according to the FNN structure
and learning algorithm, themost commonly used and successful
approach is the feed-forward and recurrent structure model
using the BP learning algorithm. On the other hand, according
to the fuzzy model adopted, there are two types of fuzzy models
that can be integrated with a neural network to form a FNN.
These twomodels are the well-knownTakagi and Sugenomodel
[35] and theMamdani-model [14,15]. However,Mamdani-mod-
el based FNN represent more transparent neuro-fuzzy systems
compared with TS-model based FFNN.
The control of a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) plant is a
difﬁcult problem when the plant is non-linear and contains dy-
namic interactions between the plant variables. Robot manipu-
lators, with two or more joints, are of such type of systems.
Conventional methods of designing controllers for a MIMO
plant such as a multi-joint robot generally require, as a mini-
mum, an accurate knowledge of the form of a mathematical
model for the plant. For robot manipulators, it is almostier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Moreover, during operation, the dynamics of the robot may
change signiﬁcantly due to varying loading conditions. As a re-
sult, it is difﬁcult to obtain an accurate mathematical model to
allow model based controllers to be accurately applied. This
led to the so-called approximate adaptive model control tech-
niques. The dynamics of industrial multi-link robotic systems
is normally very difﬁcult to be mathematically modeled as
shown in Appendix B. However, if the dynamics is know, for
physiotherapy applications, the dynamics is contentiously
changing from one patient to another and for the same patient
as the rehabilitation process progress with time. Non-linear slid-
ing mode control has been applied for robotics control for reha-
bilitation application when the robot nonlinear structure is well
deﬁned or with lower number of links robotic system. For exam-
ple, a 2DOF exoskeleton robot was utilized to provide natural-
istic range movement of the elbow joint [30]. In Fareh et al. [13],
a hierarchical control is presented for a redundant adaptable
trunk to track a desired trajectory in workspace. A sliding mode
technique is used to develop the hierarchical robust control. The
control strategy consists of controlling the last joint by assuming
that the remaining joints follow their desired trajectories, then
by following the same strategy backward, the inverse kinematic
problem is solved by the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobean. An
adaptive control technique for a parallel robot is proposed for
trajectory tracking in Achili et al. [1]. This approach is based
on adaptive neural network and sliding mode technique to de-
sign a robust controller with respect to external disturbances
in order to improve the trajectory tracking. The neural network
is developed to estimate the gravitational force, frictions, and
other dynamics. The control law combining the neural network
and the sliding mode is synthesized in order to attract states
model to the sliding surface. An online tuning gain scheduling
MIMOneural dynamicDNN-PID control architecturewas pre-
sented in [29] to control a non-linear 2-axes robot arm to im-
prove its joint angle position output performance. The
proposed controller was implemented as a subsystem to control
the real-time 2-axes robot arm system so as to control precisely
the joint angle position when subjected to load variations. The
results demonstrated the feasibility and beneﬁts of the control
approach in comparison with the traditional PID control strat-
egy. The proposed gain scheduling neural MIMO DNN-PID
control scheme forced both joint angle outputs of 2-axes robot
arm to track those of the reference simultaneously under
changes of the load.
In the last few decades, research effort has been directed at
the design of intelligent robotic controllers using FLS. These
schemes provide non-linear behavior that is determined exclu-
sively by the designer, lower sensitivity to plant parameter
variations, and simplicity of implementation. Fuzzy control
has been used for direct Feedback control of robot manipula-
tors [11,20,36]. In these examples, no adaptation for the rule
base or membership functions of the fuzzy controller was car-
ried out online [8]. Although the idea of using fuzzy controllers
for robotic manipulators was introduced in the early 1990s, al-
most no systematic design procedure can be located in the lit-
erature. For example, the shape and location of the
membership function for each fuzzy variable must be obtained
using a heuristic (or trial-error) approach. Also, when the hu-
man expert cannot easily express his knowledge or experience
in the form of linguistic ‘‘If–Then’’ control rules, it is not easy
to construct the control rules.In most inverse model neural control techniques, a Feed-
back controller (servo controller) is used along with the feed-
forward neural controller to improve the disturbance rejection
capabilities of the control system. As learning proceeds, the er-
ror signal will reduce, and the role of the feed-forward neural
controller increases while that of the Feedback controller de-
creases [27]. Although the total torque acting on the robot is
the sum of the Feedback torque and the feed-forward torque,
these two play very different roles in the robot control. The
Feedback torque is used for clumsy but robust control at an
early stage of learning, while the feed-forward torque is neces-
sary for smooth control and fast movement of the robot. Usu-
ally, conventional P, PD, or PID controllers are used as the
Feedback controller in many reported works [3].
Robotic physiotherapy applications are classiﬁed as re-
peated trajectory control for patients that can pursue sudden
unpredicted jerking movements in the patient limbs during
the movement, while the human or robotic physiotherapist
needs to adapt to these changes with time as the level of limb
movement resistance, and its occurrence frequency reduces by
progress of the therapy repetition. Surgical manipulators are
classiﬁed as sensitive Hybrid Force/position control applica-
tion for limited variable boundary loading force conditions,
in most cases is operated in the Master/Slave control scheme
to replicate the surgeon hand movement and applied surgical
force interface. The robotic physiotherapy application requires
mainly the capabilities for learning the patient loading proﬁle
that is unique for each patient, while being able to adapt to this
proﬁle as the training proceed due to improvement of the pa-
tient health condition over time. This kind of application re-
quires medium accuracy and precision due to the ﬂexibility
in the patient limbs that can account and absorb small devia-
tions. While the main problems lie in the control system ability
to adapt to memorize the patient health condition proﬁle, this
is unique to each patient and is changing with rehabilitation
progress. This memorization is done in the form of the learned
parameters in an adaptive neuro-fuzzy network during each
rehabilitation session.
This paper presents an adaptive neuro-fuzzy modeling and
control system for robot manipulators utilized for physiother-
apy application based on input/output data [10], Wang and
Mendel, [38,39]. For this purpose, an inductive learning tech-
nique introduced by Bigot [7] was modiﬁed and used for fuzzy
rule generation during the off-line structure learning phase. A
fully differentiable fuzzy neural network was developed to con-
struct the inverse dynamics part of the controller. A fuzzy-
PID-like incremental controller was developed and used as
Feedback servo controller. The proposed control system was
tested using the virtual dynamic model of the Puma 560 robot
arm. Pro/Mechanica visual dynamics simulation package was
used to simulate the robot manipulator. This package allows
simulation of dynamic systems by transferring the assembly
CAD model from Pro/Engineer, allows the user to specify
masses, loads, drive forces, torques, friction, etc., and many
other dynamics parameters of the modeled assembly. This
package generates equations of motion, inertia parameters,
orientation matrices, etc., for each body in the model and
for the whole assembly from the geometry of the modeled sys-
tem. The most powerful part of this package is that it allows
the user to interface to the modeled system with a user speci-
ﬁed C++ subroutine. This subroutine allows the user to get
information about the modeled system and to design a
Neuro-fuzzy inverse model control structure of robotic manipulators utilized for physiotherapy applications 807controller for the assembly. The Puma 560 industrial robot
manipulator is used for the simulation process.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 outlines the inverse dynamic modeling process for the
robot arm in the off-line structure learning phase. Section 3
presents the overall structure of the proposed neuro-fuzzy con-
troller and the neuro-fuzzy network. Section 4 describes the
structure of the fuzzy-PID-like incremental Feedback servo
controller and the online parameters learning phase. Section 5
compares the results of applying the proposed control system
with those obtained with a conventional PID individual joint
controller. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Inverse model identiﬁcation of robotic manipulators
The forward dynamics of a robot manipulator is the determi-
nation of the joint displacement variables (hi) according to a
given set of manipulator joint torques (Ti), while the inverse
dynamics of a robot manipulator is the determination of the
joint torques required to cause certain joint displacements.
Forward and inverse dynamics calculations are very complex,
non-linear multi-input multi-output problems and can almost
never be accurately calculated due to parameter variation,
un-modeled friction, and backlashes. The parameters of these
models are mostly obtained from CAD solid modeling or mea-
sured by disembodied robot, which results in inaccurate val-
ues. For a dynamic system with single input u and single
output y, the system output at time interval k can be expressed
in discrete form as:
yðkÞ ¼ ffyðk 1Þ; yðk 2Þ; . . . ; yðk nÞ; uðk 1Þ; uðk
 1Þ; . . . ; uðkmÞg ð1Þ
This equation can be used to represent any SISO dynamic sys-
tem in discrete format and can be extended to represent
MIMO dynamical systems as well. When input/output data
are used, function f and integer n and m deﬁne the dynamic
system. If n and m are given, the only task is to ﬁnd function
f. f does not change with time for time-invariant systems.
Feed-forward neural networks can be employed to approxi-
mate f. Robot manipulators are assumed to be bounded-input
bounded-output (BIBO) stable in presence of input, which
means that Eq. (1) can be used to approximate robot manipu-
lator dynamics. In the following subsections, an inductive
learning technique is ﬁrst used to automatically identify the in-
verse dynamics model structure from numerical observation
data by generating fuzzy-type identiﬁcation rules. Then, the
obtained model structure will be arranged in a full-differentia-
ble version of the Mamdani-type neural network for ﬁnal tun-
ing of the model parameters.
2.1. Virtual dynamics model for Puma 560 manipulator
The Puma 560 is the ‘‘guinea pig’’ of robotics research. It has
been studied and used in countless experiments over many
years and in many laboratories. The values of dynamics and
kinematics parameters depend upon the choice of coordinate
frames in which they are expressed. Fig. 1 represents the com-
monly used deﬁnitions for the Puma 560 robot arm coordi-
nates. Table 1 lists the relative values for these coordinates
in addition the actual joint ranges as it is listed in themanufacturer’s manual. With regard to model parameters
for the Puma 560 robot arm, Armstrong and Corke [5] repre-
sent the most commonly used references for these parameters.
For the purpose of creating a virtual model of the Puma 560
robot arm, physical robot dimensions are ﬁrst used to create a
CAD solid model for each link under Pro/Engineer. Then,
these links are assembled together to form the robot. The
assembled robot is then passed to the associated virtual
dynamics simulation program Pro/Mechanica.
Table 2 lists the mass parameters for each link, while Ta-
ble 3 lists the coefﬁcients of friction for the ﬁrst three links.
Fig. 2 shows the obtained virtual dynamics model for. Pro/
Mechanica calculates the remainder of the required parame-
ters for the dynamics simulation. For example, Fig. 3 lists
the inertia matrix parameters calculated by ‘‘Pro/Mechanica’’
for link-1 of the robot around its center of mass.
2.2. Rule generation from observation data
Many techniques have been developed to generate approxi-
mate models from input/output data of complex systems.
One of the most successful techniques is the creation of neural
network model; however, this requires a great much effort to
select the network structure and ﬁnally results in a non-trans-
parent ‘‘Black Box’’ model. The other method, which does
possesses transparency and does not require sophisticated
mathematics, is the fuzzy logic model system. The classical ap-
proach for fuzzy rule generation involves the determination of
appropriate antecedent and consequent fuzzy memberships
partitions based on knowledge and experience of the designer.
When expert knowledge is either unavailable or difﬁcult to
quantify, however, a more heuristic approach to system iden-
tiﬁcation and fuzzy rule generation is necessary. An intuitive
method for the generation of appropriate rules is based upon
the clustering of the system input-output data [17].
Perhaps the most famous method has been presented by
Wang [38]. This efﬁcient technique ﬁrst requires pre-deﬁned in-
put/output fuzzy membership functions. Based on these mem-
bership functions, a fuzzy rule is generated for each pair of
input/output data. Each rule is stored in a decision table. How-
ever, there is a ‘‘growing memory’’ problem when more and
more training examples become available, and more and more
rules are created, so that the selection of the best rules becomes
difﬁcult.
The use of a fuzzy rule for the classiﬁcation of an example is
in many ways similar to the use of rule created via inductive
learning [9,21]. The main difference is that, due to the notion
of fuzziness, a particular example will have a particular ‘‘de-
gree of match’’ {l rule(example)} with each rule [34]. This
could be used for instance to evaluate how likely a rule is to
classify an example properly. This ‘‘degree of match’’ is ob-
tained by ﬁrst assessing the membership degree of each exam-
ple attribute value with regard to the corresponding fuzzy
condition in the rule; {l condition(Input_Attribute_Value)}.
For example; assume the input attributes are speed = 14 km/
h and distance = 57 m. For the rule IF Speed is zero AND
Distance is long Then Brake is zero, the membership degrees
are {l speed_zero (14)} = 0.4 and {l distance_long (57)} =
0.8. Using these membership degrees, the ‘‘degree of match’’
of an example to each rule can be assessed. Two main methods
are available:
Figure 1 Coordinate deﬁnition for the Puma 560 robot arm.
Table 1 Link coordinate system for the Puma 560 robot arm.
Link Joint variable hi ai di (mm) ai (mm) Range
1 h1 ±90 660.4 0 160 to +160
2 h2 0 149.5 432 225 to +45
3 h3 ±90 0 0 45 to +225
4 h4 ±90 432 0 110 to +170
5 h5 ±90 0 0 100 to +100
6 h6 0 56.5 0 266 to +266
Table 3 Coefﬁcients of friction [Nm and Nm/rad.].
Link-1 Link-2 Link-3
Static Dynamic Static Dynamic Static Dynamic
8.43 3.45 7.67 12.77 5.57 3.27
Table 2 Link mass values [kg].
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6
13.00 17.4 4.8 1.18 0.35 0.13
808 A.A. Fahmy, A.M. Abdel Ghany– The ﬁrst selects the minimum membership degree, and if an
example contains N attributes, it is deﬁned as:
fl ruleðexampleÞg¼minfl condition 1ðInput Attribute Value1Þ;
.. .;l conditionNðInput Attribute ValueNÞg:
– The second uses the product of all membership degrees, and
if an example contains N attributes, it is deﬁned as:fl ruleðexampleÞg¼ P
for each attribute
lfuzzy conditionðInput Attribute ValueÞ
It is important to note that if one membership degree is equal to
zero, for both methods, {l rule(example)} will also be equal to
zero; this represents the case when one example is not covered
by a rule.
2.2.1. Data generation technique
The ﬁrst step in rule generation via observation data is the data
collection strategy. For this purpose, random trajectories are ap-
plied to suitable gain P-controllers, as shown in Fig. 4. The
resulting P-controller torques with random values and frequen-
cies generated from the error signals are applied to the joints of
the virtual dynamicsmodel of the robot. These torques allow the
robot arm to move in all directions in the three-dimensional
space. The data consist of the applied torque, their correspond-
ing joint angles, joint velocities, and theCartesian coordinates of
the end-effector main reference point and are recorded for
Figure 2 Virtual dynamics model for the Puma 560 robot arm.
Figure 3 Pro/mechanica calculated parameters for link-1.
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was performed for the ﬁrst three joints as they are themain joints
responsible for the reaching process of the robot arm.
The collected data will be used to construct the model of the
inverse dynamics of the robot manipulator in two stages, a
structure identiﬁcation stage followed by parameters identiﬁ-
cation stage. Fig. 5 illustrates these two stages.2.2.2. Inductive learning algorithm
The predeﬁnition of the membership functions for both inputs
and outputs used in Wang method [38] could be a difﬁcult
task. In fact, the problem of designing the membership func-
tion may be just as complex as designing the rules. The task
of decomposition into membership functions can be seen as
Figure 4 Data collection test for the ‘‘Puma 560’’ robot arm.
810 A.A. Fahmy, A.M. Abdel Ghanyrelatively similar to the task of discretization in machine learn-
ing. One of the advantages of machine learning algorithms is
that they permit the creation of compact models. In the next
section, the fuzzy inductive learning algorithm dynafuzz [7] is
brieﬂy explained including the suggested modiﬁcations. This
method uses an automatic technique for input membership
function creation during the rule forming process. The algo-
rithm is designed to extract fuzzy ‘‘If–Then’’ rules from train-
ing set. Firstly, a manual step is performed to divide the output
domain to generate target classes. In this paper, the output is
divided into equal, 50% overlapped Gaussian membership
functions as shown in Fig. 6. The Gaussian function is selected
to allow for further tuning of the output membership function
parameters in the neuro-fuzzy network. The number of the
output membership functions can be regarded as the degree
of precision prescribed for the model. The higher this number
is, the higher should be the accuracy of the created rule set;
however, the number of rules will also be increased. This num-
ber therefore gives the user a degree of control over the size
and precision of the model to be created.
Each example (E) (input record) is described in terms of a
ﬁxed set of m(no. of inputs) attributes (A1,A2, . . . ,Am) (equiv-
alent to linguistic variables) and by a class (output) value (CE).
A range of values Vimin;V
i
max
  
(equivalent to linguistic
membership functions) is assigned for the ith attribute. Each
created rule is composed of a number of conditions on each
(or some of the) attribute(s) (Cdti) and by its class value (Crule).
Each rule can be represented as follows: Cdt1  Cdt2     
Cdtmﬁ Crule. Each condition takes the form Vimin 6 Ai

6 VimaxÞ for continuous attributes i. In order to create a rule
set, this algorithm incrementally employs a speciﬁc rule form-
ing process until all examples are covered. Three particular
steps of this process are of interest for the development of
the fuzzy model. The ﬁrst step is to select a seed example
(SE), which is the ﬁrst example in the list not covered by pre-
viously created rules. The second step consists of employing aFigure 5 Steps in the propospeciﬁc search process to create a consistent and general rule
covering the (SE). The main feature of this search is that the
conditions for inputs are created automatically during the rule
forming process. The inputs are not pre-discretized (not di-
vided into membership functions). The result is a rule where
all conditions will take the form Vimin < A
i < Vimax
 
. These
conditions might cover large areas in the example space. Thus,
as the third and ﬁnal step, the algorithm employs a post-
processing technique that reduces the coverage of some
continuous attribute conditions to the training data range
only. This avoids the coverage of ‘‘unknown’’ areas and
reduces the presence of overlapping rules.
2.2.2.1. Seed example selection. A (SE) is selected from the
examples that not covered by previously created rules. Then,
the output class value VoutputSE
 
(output fuzzy set) of (SE) is
used as target class for the rule to be created. For instance,
for the Gaussian membership function, the target class will
be the fuzzy set {FSE(a,b,c)} in which the membership degree
will be maximum. In the particular case of 50% overlapping
membership functions, where the membership degree is equal
to 0.5 for two adjacent membership functions, only one of
them is considered. Another problem occurs, with a fuzzy rule,
because there are various degrees for the coverage of an exam-
ple. In particular, one example might be covered and classiﬁed
by a rule, but its output value may have a low degree of
belonging to the rule output membership function. This rule
does not therefore properly represent the example. Thus, the
‘‘fuzzy algorithm’’ needs to create another rule for this exam-
ple. In dynafuzz, the (SE) selected is the ﬁrst example in the
training list that is not covered by at least one previously cre-
ated rule where the degree of belonging of its output value to
the rule output fuzzy set {FSE(a,b,c)} is a maximum andP0.5.
2.2.2.2. Formation of a rule. During the selection of (SE), the
targeted fuzzy set has been identiﬁed (FSE). Thus, for thesed neuro-fuzzy modeling.
Figure 6 Selected output membership functions.
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sitive examples (belonging to the target class), those having an
output value belonging to (FSE) with (l> 0) and to classify
the remaining examples as negative. The search mechanism
searches for rules that cover as many examples as possible
from the target class and at the same time exclude examples
belonging to other classes. The rule formation starts with a
condition excluding the closest example not belonging to the
target class. To ﬁnd the closest example, a measure is used
to assess the distance between any two examples for the ith
attribute as follows:
Dexample1 & example2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX
c
Attr Value Ex:1-Attr Value Ex:2
Max Attr Value-Min Attr Value
 2s
ð2Þ
where
P
c is the sum over all attributes in the examples, At-
tr_Value_Ex.1 and Attr_Value_Ex.2 are the values of ith attri-
bute in these two examples, and Max_Attr_Value and
Min_Attr_Value are the maximum and minimum known val-
ues for the ith attribute. Applying this distance measure, the
closest examples not belonging to the target class and covered
by the rules formed so far can be found. Thus, in the next iter-
ation, the rule forming procedure considers appending only
those conditions to the rule that exclude the closest examples.
For a particular uncovered example, the algorithm takes the
closest example not belonging to the target class and creates
candidate conditions to exclude it. These conditions are
formed using attributes having different values for the consid-
ered two examples. The format of the formed condition will be
{(attribute name) > or < (the attribute value of the closest
example)}. For instance, if the attribute value of an example
for which a rule is being created is V= 5, and the attribute va-
lue of the closest example is V= 10 then the resulted candi-
date condition will be (V< 10).
By applying this procedure, the algorithm handles continu-
ous attributes generated from random operation of the robot
manipulator arm. Thus, there is no need to pre-process the
data in order to discretize the continuous input attribute data.
The algorithm identiﬁes splitting points for each continuous
attribute range during the learning process. Each condition
will takes the form Vi1 < A
i < Vi2
 
for continuous attributes,
where Vi1 and V
i
2 are continuous values included in the i
th con-
tinuous attribute range Vimin;V
i
max
 
.2.2.2.3. Rule post-processing. The fuzzy logic representation
permits handling of uncertainties and makes the transforma-
tion of condition ranges into membership functions more
straightforward. At the end of rule forming process, the classof the rule (positive) is replaced by the targeted fuzzy set
(FSE), and each continuous conditions is transformed into a
fuzzy condition using the following method in order to obtain
the ﬁnal fuzzy rule. Considering the condition Vi1 < A
i < Vi2
 
,
it is transformed into a membership function F(a,b,c):
- If V i1 and V
i
2 exist; a ¼ V i1; b ¼ V i2; and c ¼ V i2 þ V i1
 
=2.
- If V i1 is equal to 1; a ¼ 1; b ¼ V i2; and c ¼ V imin,
which is the minimum value.
- If V i2 is equal to þ1; a ¼ V i1; b ¼ þ1; and c ¼ V imax,
which is the maximum value.
These values are then used to generate equivalent Gaussian
and sigmoidal membership functions to be used in the
Mamdani-type neuro-fuzzy network as shown in Fig. 7.
2.3. Inverse dynamics rules
Many neural network structures are used in the literature to
model robot manipulators [2]. Unlike the T-S fuzzy model,
to model the inverse dynamics of the robot arm in a Mamda-
ni-type neuro-fuzzy network using the data recorded, a fuzzy
rule base that represents the inverse dynamics of the robot
arm is generated ﬁrst using the inductive learning rule genera-
tion algorithm explained [18]. Eq. (3) expresses an approximate
relation between the desired joint angles trajectories of the ro-
bot arm, the required joint torques to achieve this, the current
joint angles, and the current torques of the robot manipulator,
Tkþ1i ﬃ f Tk1 ; . . . ;Tkn; hkþ11 ; . . . ; hkþ1n ; hk1; . . . ; hkn ; kþ11 ; . . . ; kþ1n ; k1 ; . . . ; kn
 
ð3Þ
where T is the joint torque and is the joint velocity. Using
Eq. (3), three sets of fuzzy rules can be generated represent-
ing the robot inverse dynamics. The entire training set is
composed of 39,821 examples. The outputs have all been
decomposed into 11 Gaussian membership functions. The
resulting model is composed of 228 rules for the ﬁrst three
links compared to more than 14 hundred rules generated
using Wang’s method.3. Proposed controller structure
The structure of the proposed control system resembles the
additive feed-forward control as shown in Fig. 8.
It consists of a feed-forward path controller in addition
to a Feedback path controller. The net control action ap-
plied to the robot joints is the sum of the two controllers
output [4].
Figure 7 Types of generated input membership functions.
812 A.A. Fahmy, A.M. Abdel Ghany3.1. Forward path neuro-fuzzy controller
This path is a neuro-fuzzy approximate model of the inverse
dynamics for the robot arm. The ﬁrst step is to generate this
model off-line. The approximate inverse dynamic network
has to be trained online to compensate for any external distur-
bances and/or reactions resulting from the robot attached
load. This online training scheme utilizes the Feedback con-
troller response to adjust the network weights, Pham and
Fahmy [23,24].3.1.1. Softmin and softmax functions
The proposed neuro-fuzzy network is a feed-forward connec-
tionist representation of aMamdani-model based FLS. In order
to achieve a suitable trade-off between the transparencies of the
neuro-fuzzy system, the ease of mathematical analysis, the net-Figure 8 Proposed cwork has to employ differentiable alternatives for the logic-min
and logic-max functions to implement its decision-making
mechanism. For this purpose, a differentiable alternative of
the logic-min function termed softmin and a differentiable alter-
native of the logic-max function termed softmax are presented
[12,33]. Using these two differentiable functions to implement
the network decision-making mechanism allows a more accu-
rate calculation of the partial derivatives necessary for the
back-propagation learning algorithm. In [6], an analytical form
of the logic-min function termed softmin is given by:
softminðai; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ ¼
Pn
i¼1aie
faiPn
i¼1e
fai ð4Þ
where, ai is the ith argument and the parameter f controls the
softness of the softmin function. As fﬁ1, softmin function
ﬁlogic min. However, for a ﬁnite f, softmin becomes a
multi-argument analytical approximation of the logic-minontroller structure.
Figure 9 Structure of the proposed neuro-fuzzy network.
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ment softmax function used to approximate both the logic-
max and the logic-min function with a proper selection of
parameters. Furthermore, based on De Morgan’s law, Shankir
and co-workers [33,42] presented a multi-argument alternative
of the logic-max function termed softmax as a logic comple-
ment of the above mentioned sofmin function:
softmaxðai; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ ¼ 1
Pn
i¼1aie
faiPn
i¼1e
fai
	 

ð5Þ
where ai ¼ lAi and ai ¼ 1 ai.
These two differentiable functions will be utilized as the
inference mechanisms within the neuro-fuzzy network.
3.1.2. Dynafuzznn network structure
Fig. 9 presents the structure of the proposed network. It con-
sists of a six-layer feed-forward representation of a Mamdani-
model based FLS Pham et al. [25,26]. The network employs
time-delayed Feedbacks from output layer to input layer.
The network structure is similar to other Mamdani-model
based FFNN in the ﬁrst four layers structure as in Lin and
Lee’s FFNN [16] and in Berenji and Khedkar’s FFNN [6].
The difference is in the representation of the defuzziﬁcationfunction, which is represented using the last two layers (layer
ﬁve and layer six) instead of one layer only. In general, a node
in any layer of the network has some ﬁnite fan-in of connec-
tions represented by weight values from other nodes and fan-
out of connections to other nodes. Associated with the fan-in
of a node is an aggregation function f that serves to combine
information, activation, or evidence from other nodes.
Using the same notation as in [16], the function provides
the net input for such a node as follows:
inputnet ¼ fk
uk1; u
k
2; . . . ; u
k
p
wk1;w
k
2; . . . ;w
k
p
 !
ð6Þ
where p is the number of fan-ins of the node, w is the link
weight associated with each fan-in, u is an output of a node
in the preceding layer associated with the fan-in and the super-
script k indicates the layer number. A second action of each
node is to output an activation value as a function of its net
input,
output ¼ oki ¼ akðfkÞ ð7Þ
where ak(Æ) denotes the activation function in layer k. The func-
tions of the nodes at each of the six layers of the proposed net-
work are described next.
814 A.A. Fahmy, A.M. Abdel GhanyLayer 1: Nodes at layer one are input nodes, which repre-
sent input linguistic variables. Layer one contains n nodes,
which receive a crisp input vector X= (x1, . . . ,xn). The nodes
in this layer simply transmit input values directly to the next
layer. That is,
f1i ¼ u1i ¼ xi and a1i ¼ f1i ð8Þ
The link weights at layer one are ﬁxed to unity.
Layer 2: Nodes at layer two are input termnodeswhich act as
membership functions to represent the terms of the respective n
input linguistic variables. An input linguistic variable x in a uni-
verse of discourse U is characterized by AðxÞ ¼ A1x;A2x; . . . ;

Amx g, where A(x) is the term set of x, that is, the set of the gener-
ated membership functions for each input derived from induc-
tive learning of the linguistic values of x, as explained
previously. Layer two therefore accommodates n independent
term sets, where each term set corresponds to an input xi and
is partitioned to mi terms representing input membership func-
tions. The function of each node j in a term set i is to calculate
the degreeofmembership of the inputxiwith respect to themem-
bership function associated with the term setAj(xi) according to
the speciﬁc equation of this membership function:
f2ij ¼
w2ij  a1i
 
mij
n o2
r2ij
and a2ij ¼ ef
2
ij
for Gaussian functions
f2ij ¼
7  w2ij  a1i
 
mij
n o
jbijj
and a2ij ¼
1
1þ ef2ij
for Left sigmoidals
f2ij ¼
7  bij  w2ij  a1i
 n o
jbijj
and a2ij ¼
1
1þ ef2ij
for Right sigmoidal functions
ð9Þ
where mij and rij are, respectively, the center (or mean) and the
width (or variance) of the Gaussian function, and bij is the
characteristic value for the sigmoidal function. mij, rij, and bij
all calculated from the (a,b,c) parameters generated for each
membership function from the off-line inductive learning
stage. Hence, a link weight at layer two w2ij can be interpreted
as an adjustable free parameter of the input membership func-
tion. The tuning of this parameter (link weight) has the effect
of tuning the membership function parameters (a,b,c).
Layer 3: The nodes at layer three are rule nodes which have
been generated during the off-line inductive learning stage ex-
plained previously, where each node associates one term node
from each term set to form a condition part of one fuzzy rule if
it is part of that rule. Hence, the rule nodes should perform the
logic-min operation if the min interpretation of the sentence
connective ‘‘and’’ between the antecedents of a fuzzy rule is
employed, or the algebraic product if the product interpreta-
tion of the sentence connective ‘‘and’’ is employed. In the pro-
posed neuro-fuzzy network, the min interpretation is
employed; consequently, the logic-min function is replaced
by the softmin function. Therefore, the function of the rth rule
node using softmin can be written as follows:
f3r ¼ softmin u31; u32; . . . ; u3q
 
¼
Pq
i¼1uie
fuiPq
i¼1e
fui
and a3r ¼ f3r
ð10Þwhere r= 1, . . . ,R, and R is the number of rules or rule
nodes in layer three, q is the number of inputs for that partic-
ular rule, ui is the ith input to layer three, and f is an index
representing the softness of the softmin function. All link
weights at this layer are ﬁxed to unity to transmit only the
membership degree of the linguistic input to the rule interpre-
tation mechanism.
Layer 4: The nodes at layer four are output term nodes
which act as membership functions to represent the output
terms of the respective l linguistic output variables (in this case
l= 3). An output linguistic variable y in a universe of dis-
course W is characterized by FðyÞ ¼ F1y;F2y; . . . ;F11y
n o
, where
F(y) is the term set of y which is equal to 11 in this case, that
is the set of the class membership functions for each output, as
explained previously, representing the linguistic values of y.
Consequently layer four accommodates three independent
term sets, where each term set corresponds to an output yi
and is partitioned to 11 terms representing output membership
functions. The nodes in layer four should perform the logic-
max operation to integrate the ﬁred rules that have the same
consequent. In the proposed neuro-fuzzy network the logic-
max function is replaced by the softmax function. Therefore,
the function of each term node j in the output term set i can
be written as follows:
f4ij ¼ softmax u41; u42; . . . ; u4p
 
¼ 1
Pn
i¼1uie
fuiPn
i¼1e
fui
and a4ij ¼ f4ij
ð11Þ
where p is the number of rules sharing the same consequent
(the same output term node),ui is the ith input to layer four,
and f is an index representing the softness of the softmax func-
tion. Hence, the link weights at layer four are ﬁxed to unity.
Layer 5: The number of nodes at layer ﬁve is 2l, where l is
the number of output variables, that is, two nodes for each
output variable. The function of these two nodes is to calculate
the denominator and the numerator of an approximate form
of Mean of Maxima (MOM) defuzziﬁcation function [32,31]
for each output variable. The functions of the two nodes of
the ith output variable are described as:
f5ni ¼ a4ij mij and a5ni ¼ f5ni ð12Þ
f5di ¼ a4ij and a5di ¼ f5di ð13Þ
where f5ni and f
5
di are, respectively, the node functions of the
numerator and the denominator nodes of the ith output vari-
able. mij is the center (or mean) of the Gaussian function of
the jth term of the ith output linguistic variable yi. Layer ﬁve
employs 2l weight vectors, with two weight vectors for each
output variable. The ﬁrst link weight vector connects the
numerator node of the ith output to the term nodes in its term
set, and its components are denoted by wnij
5. Each component
of this weight vector represents the center (or mean) of the
membership function of the jth term of the term set of the
ith output variable. The second link weight vector connects
the ith output denominator node to the term nodes in its term
set, and its components are denoted by w5dij. Hence the link
weights at layer ﬁve are ﬁxed to unity.
Layer 6: The nodes at layer six are defuzziﬁcation nodes.
The number of nodes in layer six equals the number of output
linguistic variables. The function of the ith node corresponding
to the ith output variable can be written as follows:
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w6ni  a5ni
w6di  a5di
and a6i ¼ f6i and yi ¼ a6i ð14Þ
where w6ni and w
6
di are layer six link weights associated with
each output variable node. These two link weights represent
a scaling factor of an output variable.
3.1.3. Neuro-fuzzy network parameters tuning
The physiotherapy application requires mainly the capabilities
for learning the patient loading proﬁle that is unique for each
patient and changing during each rehabilitation session, while
being able to adapt to this proﬁle as the training proceed due
to improvement of the patient health condition over time.
Moreover, the motion of the trajectory must be ﬂexible enough
to cope for the jerking movement of the patient limb during
the exercises by reversing the trajectory or relaxing the motion
speed with the ability to halt the operation if the patient limb
became very stiff for safety purposes. Following the network
construction phase, the network then enters the parameter
learning phase to adjust its free parameters through online
adaptation. The network adjustable free parameters were se-
lected to be centers (mijs) of the output membership functions
of the term nodes in layer four as well as the link weights at
layers two and six. The supervised learning technique is em-
ployed along with the back-propagation learning algorithm
to optimally tune these parameters. The problem for the super-
vised learning can be stated as: Given n input patterns xi(t),
i= 1, . . . ,n, and l desired output patterns yi(t), i= 1, . . . , l,
the fuzzy partitions, and the fuzzy rule base, adjust the net-
work free parameters optimally. In the parameter learning
phase, the network works in the feed-forward manner, that
is, the goal is to minimize the following error function:
E ¼ 1
2
fyðtÞ  ynetðtÞg2 ð15Þ
where y(t) is the desired output, and ynet(t) is the current net-
work output. For each training data set, starting at the input
nodes, a forward pass is followed to compute the activity levels
of all the nodes in the network. Then, starting at the output
nodes, a backward pass is followed to compute the rate of
change of the error function with respect to the adjustable free
parameters for all the hidden nodes. Assuming that (w) is the
adjustable free parameter in a node, then, the general learning
rule can be written as follows:
Dw ¼  @E
@w
ð16Þ
wðtþ 1Þ ¼ wðtÞ þ gDw ð17Þ
where g is the learning rate; then using the chain rule, the par-
tial derivative can be deﬁned as follows:
@E
@w
¼ @E
@fyðtÞ  ynetðtÞg
@fyðtÞ  ynetðtÞg
@w
¼ @E
@f
@f
@w
¼ @E
@a
@a
@f
@f
@w
ð18Þ
Using the last learning rule, the calculations of the back-
propagated errors as well as the updating of the free parame-
ters can be described next starting at the output nodes:
Layer 6: Using Eqs. (14) and (18), the adaptive rule to tune
the weights of layer six is derived as follows:@E
@w6ni
¼ @E
@a6i
 @a
6
i
@f6i
 @f
6
i
@w6ni
¼ fyðtÞ  ynetðtÞg 
a5ni
w6di  a5di
ð19:aÞ
w6niðtþ 1Þ ¼ w6niðtÞ þ g6 
@E
@w6ni
 
ð19:bÞ
@E
@w6di
¼ @E
@a6i
 @a
6
i
@f6i
 @f
6
i
@wdi
¼ fyðtÞ  ynetðtÞg 
w6ni  a5ni
w6di
 2  a5di
ð20:aÞ
w6diðtþ 1Þ ¼ w6diðtÞ þ g6 
@E
@w6di
 
ð20:bÞ
where g6 is the learning rate of the link weights at layer six. The
propagated error from layer six to the numerator and the
denominator nodes at layer ﬁve are derived as follows:
d6ni ¼
@E
@a5ni
¼ @E
@a6i
 @a
6
i
@f6i
 @f
6
i
@a5ni
¼ fyðtÞ  ynetðtÞg 
w6ni
w6di  a5di
ð21:aÞ
d6di ¼
@E
@a5di
¼ @E
@a6i
 @a
6
i
@f6i
 @f
6
i
@a5di
¼ fyðtÞ  ynetðtÞg 
w6ni  a5ni
w6di a
5
di
 2
ð21:bÞ
Layer 5: At layer ﬁve, no adjustment is required for the link
weights connected to the denominator nodes, while an adjust-
ment is required for the link weights w5nijs which represent the
centers mijs of the output membership functions. Conse-
quently, using Eqs. (10) and (18), the adaptive rule to tune
the free parameters layer ﬁve is derived next. The adaptive rule
to tune the centers of the output membership functions can be
derived as follows:
@E
@mij
¼ @E
@a5ni
 @a
5
ni
@f5ni
 @f
5
ni
@mij
¼ d6ni  a4ij ð22:aÞ
mijðtþ 1Þ ¼ mijðtÞ þ g5
@E
@mij
 
ð22:bÞ
where g5 is the learning rate of the adjustable parameters (mijs)
at layer ﬁve. The propagated error from layer ﬁve to the jth
node in the ith term set in layer four is derived as follows:
d5ij ¼
@E
@a5ni
 @a
5
ni
@f5ni
 @f
5
ni
@a4ij
 !
þ @E
@a5di
 @a
5
di
@f5di
 @f
5
di
@a4ij
 !
¼ d6ni mij
 þ d6di 
ð23Þ
Layer 4: No adjustment is required for the link weights of
layer four. Only the error signals d4r s need to be calculated
and to be propagated to a rule node r in layer three. Each
one of these error signals is a summation of L propagated error
signals d4ri, one error signal from a speciﬁc node j of each term
set i, where i= 1, . . . ,L and L is the number of output vari-
ables (or term sets). Using Eq. (3.18), the error signal d4r is cal-
culated as follows:
d4r ¼
X
i
d4ri ¼
X
i
d5ij 
@a4ij
@f4ij
 @f
4
ij
@a3r
 !
ð24Þ
816 A.A. Fahmy, A.M. Abdel GhanyThen from Eqs. (5) and (11)
@a4ij
@f4ij
¼ 1;
and
@f4ij
@a3r
¼
 1 fa3r
   efa3r Ppm¼1ef u4ijmð Þ þ f  efa3r Ppm¼1u4ijmef u4ijmð Þn oPp
m¼1e
f u4
ijmð Þ
n o2
if the jth term node at the ith term set at layer four is connected
to the rth rule node at layer three, otherwise,
@f4ij
@a3r
¼ 0
where p is the number of rules sharing the same jth output term
node, and u4ijm is the complement of the mth input to the j
th out-
put term node at the ith term set at layer four.
Layer 3: Similar to layer four, no adjustment is required for
link weights at layer three. Only the error signals d3ijs need to be
calculated and propagated from the rth rule node at layer three
to the jth term node at the ith term set at layer two. Each one
of these error signals is a summation of p propagated error sig-
nals d3ijm from layer three, where m= 1, . . . ,p, and p is the
number of rules which share the same jth term node at the
same ith input term set at layer two. Using Eq. (18), the error
signal d3ij can be calculated as follows:
d3ij ¼
X
m
d3ijm ¼
X
m
d4m 
@a3m
@f3m
 @f
3
m
@a2ij
 !
ð25Þ
Then from Eqs. (4) and (10),
@a3m
@f3m
¼ 1;
and
@f3m
@a2ij
¼
1 fa2ij
 
 efa2ij PNi¼1efu3mi þ f  efa2ij PNi¼1u3mi  efu3min oPN
i¼1e
fu3
mi
 2
if the jth term node at the ith input term set in layer two is con-
nected to the rule node m at layer three, otherwise,
@f3m
@a2ij
¼ 0
where N is the number of input term sets and u3mi is the ith in-
put to the rule node m in layer three.
Layer 2: Using Eqs. (18) and (9) the adaptive rule to tune
the weights at layer two is derived as follows:
@E
@w2ij
¼ @E
@a2ij
 @a
2
ij
@f2ij
 @f
2
ij
@w2ij
¼ d3ij 
@a2ij
@f2ij
 @f
2
ij
@w2ij
ð26:aÞ
w2ijðtþ 1Þ ¼ w2ijðtÞ þ g2
@E
@w2ij
 !
ð26:bÞ
where
@a2
ij
@f2
ij
is calculated as follows:
¼ ef2ij for Gaussian functions
¼ ef
2
ij
1þef
2
ij
 2 for Left sigmoidal functions
¼ ef
2
ij
1þef
2
ij
 2 for Right sigmoidal functionsand
@f2
ij
@w2
ij
is calculated as follows:
¼ 2a
1
i
w2
ij
a1
ið Þmijf g
r2
ij
for Gaussian functions
¼ 7a1ijbij j for Left sigmoidal functions
¼ 7a1ijbijj for Right sigmoidal functions
where g2 is the learning rate of the link weights in layer two.
The propagated error from layer two to the ith input node
at layer one is derived as follows:
d2i ¼
X
j
d2ij ¼
X
j
@E
@a2ij
 @a
2
ij
@f2ij
 @f
2
ij
@a1i
" #
¼
X
j
d3ij 
@a2ij
@f2ij
 @f
2
ij
@a1i
" #
ð27Þ
where
@f2
ij
@a1
i
is calculated as follows:
¼ 2
w2
ij
w2
ij
a1
ið Þmijf g
r2
ij
for Gaussian functions
¼ 7w
2
ij
jbij j for Left sigmoidal functions
¼ 7w
2
ij
jbijj for Right sigmoidal functions
and
@a2
ij
@f2
ij
is calculated as mentioned above.
Layer 1: The nodes in this layer just transmit input values to
the next layer directly without any processing. So, the link
weights at layer one are ﬁxed to unity, and no tuning is re-
quired in this layer. Following the construction phase and
the learning phase, an online tuning process is performed to
obtain the optimum mapping for the inverse kinematics and
inverse dynamics of the robot manipulator.
3.2. Feedback path servo controller
This controller is mainly utilized to deal with the disturbances
from the external load in early learning stages. The controller
receives the error between the desired and actual joint angles.
It generates a control action, which is combined with the ac-
tion from the feed-forward controller to form the net torque
applied to the joints of the robot. In this paper, a new Fuz-
zy-PID controller [33] is adapted with extended rules and uti-
lized as the Feedback servo controller. This controller
functionally performs fuzzy derivative and fuzzy integral func-
tions, so that no calculations are required outside the FLC.
The suggestion for using neuro-fuzzy-PID control in this work
is linked to the idea of memorizing the robotic structure
dynamics in the form of well designed fuzzy neural network.
This network can then be utilized for control purposes with
the ability for online adaptation to include the patient dynam-
ics that is unique to each patient and is changing with time as a
result of the rehabilitation process, which improves the health
condition of the patient.
4. Fuzzy-PID-like incremental feedback controller
The suggested fuzzy-PID-like incremental controller employs
two inputs (present and previous errors). Each element of
the fuzzy-PID-like incremental controller can approximate
the corresponding control function with separate non-linear
gain using ﬁve fuzzy set partitions (NL, NS, ZE, PS, and
Figure 11 Output membership functions of fuzzy controller.
Neuro-fuzzy inverse model control structure of robotic manipulators utilized for physiotherapy applications 817PL) for both input and output universes of discourses. The in-
put/output universe of discourse of each input/output variable
is uniformly partitioned using fuzzy sets deﬁned by symmetri-
cal triangular membership functions with 50% overlap for
continuous approximation of input/output signals as shown
in Figs. 10 and 11. Li represents the distance between two con-
secutive membership functions centers.
The proportional, derivative, and incremental part of the
integral control actions of a fuzzy-PID-like incremental con-
troller are mainly functions of the two present and past error
variables, err(kt) and err(kt  t), or their normalized variables,
e(kt) and e(kt  t). Consequently,
UPIDðktÞ ¼ fPfeðktÞ; eðkt tÞg þ fDfeðktÞ; eðkt tÞg
þUIðkt tÞ þ fIfeðktÞ; eðkt tÞg ð28Þ
where the three functions fP, fD, and fI are the proportional,
derivative and incremental integral functions to be imple-
mented using the fuzzy logic controller and UI(kt  t) is the
past output of the integral controller element. The three func-
tions in Eq. (28) can be approximated using three two-input
fuzzy control elements (FCEs). Consequently, the outputs of
the three FCEs are summed together to form the proposed
fuzzy-PID-like incremental controller as shown in Fig. 12. In
the following subsections, the design process of the operation
rules for the three functions in Eq. (28) in the form of three
fuzzy control elements will be explained.
4.1. Design procedures for fuzzy-PID-like incremental controller
Each output function of the fuzzy-PID-like incremental con-
troller is of a different nature (proportional, derivative, or inte-
gral). Therefore the partition of the output universe of
discourse is selected to be of the same membership function
shape and degree of overlapping but with different scaling fac-
tors to allow for different tuning of each control element.
4.1.1. Fuzzy proportional control element
The fuzzy rules of the operation of the FPCE according to the
suggested partitions are generated heuristically based on the
intuitive concept that the proportional control action at any
time step is directly proportionally to an error e1 at the same
time step regardless of the value of the error at the previous
time step e2. Therefore, if the error variable e1 is expressed lin-
guistically as zero, negative small, or negative large, the pro-
portional control action can be expressed linguistically as
zero, negative small, or negative large respectively, regardlessFigure 10 Input membership functions of fuzzy controller.of the linguistic value of the error variable e2. Consequently,
the Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM) rules according to this
concept of the FPCE can be written as shown in Table 4.
where (NL, NS, ZE, PS, PL) are the term sets of the nor-
malized input variables e1 and e2 and the normalized output
variable UP(kt). To infer the fuzzy output of the FPCE, Mam-
dani’s min/max method using the bounded sum triangular co-
norm is employed. In [41], the fmin and fmax functions were
introduced to approximate the logic-min and logic-max func-
tions analytically. These two functions were formulated as
follows:
fminðhe1;he2Þ ¼ 0:5 ðhe1 þ he2Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðhe1  he2Þ2 þ ð0:01Þ2
q
þ 0:01
	 

ð29Þ
fmaxðhp1;hp2Þ¼ 0:5 ðhp1þhp2Þþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðhp1hp2Þ2þð0:01Þ2
q
0:01
	 

ð30Þ
where (he1 and he2) are deﬁned as the fuzzy membership values
of the input error variables (e1 and e2), while (hp1 and hp2) are
deﬁned as the fuzzy membership values of the same output
membership function resulting from any two different rules
at any time step. For generality, the softmin and softmax func-
tions can replace Eqs. (29) and (30). The center average defuzz-
iﬁcation method (height method), Ying [40] is employed to
calculate the crisp output of the FPCE. Consequently, based
on the deﬁned membership functions, only four rules are trig-
gered at a time. Therefore, the inference system produces four
nonzero fuzzy outputs for the two crisp error inputs. The fuzzy
output of a rule (output fuzzy sets after inference) is a fuzzy set
with a trapezoid membership function whose height (h) equals
the membership degree produced by the min operator of Eq.
(29). Based on the input errors condition, employed inference
method, and defuzziﬁcation method, the output of the FPCE
is calculated for any input condition using the center average
defuzziﬁcation method, assuming different membership output
function for each rule inference, as follows:
FPCEoutput ¼
P4
i¼1½h alueof the input Mf with min h  output Mf centreRuleiP4
i¼1½h alueof the input Mf with min hRulei
ð31Þ
Using Eqs. (29) and (31), the analytical solution of the propor-
tional function of the FPCE fP(e1,e2) in Eq. (28) can be ex-
pressed as follows:
FPCEoutput ¼
P4
i¼1 CopRi ½lRiðe1Þ þ lRiðe2Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½lRiðe1Þ  lRiðe2Þ2 þ ð0:01Þ2
q
þ 0:01
  
Rulei
2 P4i¼1 ½lRiðe1Þ þ lRiðe2Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½lRiðe1Þ  lRiðe2Þ2 þ ð0:01Þ2
q
þ 0:01
 
Rulei
ð32Þ
Table 4 Proportional element FAM bank.
e1 e2
NL NS ZE PS PL
NL NL NL NL NL NL
NS NS NS NS NS NS
ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE
PS PS PS PS PS PS
PL PL PL PL PL PL
818 A.A. Fahmy, A.M. Abdel Ghanywhere CopRi is the FPCE output membership function center
value for rule i, lRi(e1) is the membership degree of the present
error to the rule i, and lRi(e2) is the membership degree of the
past error to the rule i.
4.1.2. Fuzzy derivative control element
In the case of the Fuzzy Derivative Control Element FDCE,
the distance between the centers of any two adjacent output
membership functions is now LD. The fuzzy rules for the oper-
ation of the FDCE according to the suggested partitions are
generated heuristically as well based on the intuitive concept
that the derivative control action at any time step is directly
proportionally to rate of change of the error (difference be-
tween two successive time steps). For example, if the error vari-
ables e1 and e2 are both expressed linguistically as positive, the
derivative control action can be expressed linguistically as
zero. Consequently, the Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM)
rules according to this concept of the FDCE can be written
as shown in Table 5. Where (NL, NS, ZE, PS, PL) are the term
sets of the normalized input variables e1 and e2 and the nor-
malized output variable UD(kt). Consequently, based on the
deﬁned membership functions, only four rules are triggered
at a time. Therefore, the inference system generally produces
four nonzero fuzzy outputs for the two crisp error inputs.
The fuzzy output of a rule (output fuzzy sets after inference)
is a fuzzy set with a trapezoid membership function whose
height (h) equals the membership degree produced by the
min operator of Eq. (29) during the fuzzy inference.
Based on the input errors condition, employed inference
method, and defuzziﬁcation method used in the last section,
the analytical solution of the FDCE function fD(e1,e2) in Eq.
(28) can be written as follows:FDCEoutput ¼
P4
i¼1 CodRi ½lRiðe1Þ þ lRiðe2Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½lRiðe1Þ  lRiðe2
q
2 P4i¼1 ½lRiðe1Þ þ lRiðe2Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½lRiðe1Þ  lRiðe2Þ
q
Figure 12 Structure of thewhere CodRi is the FDCE output membership function center
value for rule i, lRi(e1) is the membership degree of the present
error for the rule i, and lRi(e2) is the membership degree of the
past error for the rule.
4.1.3. Fuzzy incremental integral control element
The conventional integral control action is composed of two
parts. The ﬁrst part is the integration initial condition or the
controller’s output history UI(kt  t), and the second part is
the controller’s incremental output fI(e1,e2) = DUI(kt). There-
fore, the output of the integral element is composed of the
same two parts. To implement the Fuzzy Integral Control Ele-
ment (FICE), the same numbers of input/output partitions as
in the previous two sections are employed. However, in this
case, the distance between the centers of any two adjacent out-
put membership functions is LI. To implement the integration
initial condition and the incremental part into one fuzzy con-
troller element, the centers of the output universe membership
functions are shifted after the kth time step to a distance
UIðkt tÞ ¼
Pk1
m¼0DUIðmtÞ. Only the incremental part of theﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Þ2 þ ð0:01Þ2 þ 0:01

Ruleiﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 þ ð0:01Þ2 þ 0:01
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fuzzy servo controller.
Table 6 Integral incremental element FAM bank.
e1 e2
NL NS ZE PS PL
NL NL NL NL NS ZE
NS NL NL NS ZE PS
ZE NL NS ZE PS PL
PS NS ZE PS PL PL
PL ZE PS PL PL PL
Table 5 Derivative element FAM bank.
e1 e2
NL NS ZE PS PL
NL ZE NS NL NL NL
NS PS ZE NS NL NL
ZE PL PS ZE NS NL
PS PL PL PS ZE NS
PL PL PL PL PS ZE
Neuro-fuzzy inverse model control structure of robotic manipulators utilized for physiotherapy applications 819integral control element is of interest for the moment. The fuz-
zy rules of the operation of the incremental FICE are gener-
ated heuristically based on the intuitive concept that the
incremental part of the integral control action at a time step
is directly proportional to the sum of the error variables at
two successive time steps. For example, if the error variables
e1 and e2 are expressed linguistically as positive and negative,
the incremental part of the integral control action can be ex-
pressed linguistically as zero. Consequently, the Fuzzy Asso-
ciative Memory (FAM) rules according to this concept of
the incremental FICE can be written as shown in Table 6.
Where (NL, NS, ZE, PS, PL) are the term sets of the normal-
ized input variables e1 and e2 and the normalized output vari-
able DUI(KT).
To obtain the output of the incremental FICE, the same
partitions, inference, and the same defuzziﬁcation method as
in the last two sections are employed. Consequently, only four
rules are triggered at a time. Therefore, the inference system
generally produces four nonzero fuzzy outputs for the two
crisp error inputs. The fuzzy output of a rule (output fuzzy sets
after inference) is a fuzzy set with a trapezoid membership
function whose height (h) equals the membership degree pro-
duced by the min operator of Eq. (29) during the fuzzy infer-
ence. Based on the input errors condition, employed
inference method, and defuzziﬁcation method used in the last
two sections, the analytical solution of the incremental FICE
function fI(e1,e2) in Eq. (28) can be written as follows:
DFICEoutput¼
P4
i¼1 CoiRi ðlRi ðe1ÞþlRi ðe2ÞÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðlRi ðe1ÞlRi ðe2ÞÞ2þð0:01Þ2
q
þ0:01
  
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðlRi ðe1ÞlRi ðe2ÞÞ2þð0:01Þ2
q
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where CoiRi is the incremental FICE output membership func-
tion center value for rule i, lRi(e1) is the membership degree of
the present error for the rule i, and lRi(e2) is the membership
degree of the past error for the rule i.
Feedback-error learning scheme is utilized in the suggested
robot control system. As mentioned earlier, this scheme en-
sures that online training will stop only when the Feedback er-
ror is zero. This behavior resembles the integration action in a
classical integral controller which will be achieved in this case
by shifting the output membership functions centers of the
proposed feed-forward network (Dynafuzznn), so that only
the incremental part of the integral control element is used.UPID ¼
ku 
P4
i¼1 ðkpCopRi þ kdCodRi þ kiCoiRiÞð½lRiðe1Þ  lRiðe2Þ

2 P4i¼1f½lRiðe1Þ þ lRiðe2Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½lRiðe1Þ 
qConsequently, the rule base of the three incremental FCEs
(P, D and I) can be combined together to form one rule base
for the total fuzzy-PID-like incremental servo controller out-
put as follows:
where kp, kd, and ki are the scaling factors, while ku is an over-
all gain for the servo controller. Table 7 represents the com-
bined fuzzy-PID-like incremental controller rules.
Finally, the total servo controller output can be represented
in the form:
UPID ¼ kUfkPkNPe1 þ kDkNDðe1  e2Þ þ kIkNIðe1 þ e2Þg ð36Þ
where kNP, kND, and kNI are the equivalent non-linear gains.
4.2. Feedback-error learning scheme
Following the selection of the Feedback controller, the total
control torque acting on the robot manipulator is the sum of
the feed-forward torque and the Feedback torque.
Titot ¼ TiFB þ TiFF ð37Þ
The well-known Feedback-error learning (FEL) method pro-
poses a novel architecture for control, in which learning and
control efﬁciently are combined. It is essentially an adaptive
control system with an inverse model in the feed-forward path
along with Feedback servo controller. The objective of control
is to minimize the error between the command signal and the
plant output. If the learning part of the architecture is disre-
garded, then, if the inverse model of the plant exists and is sta-
ble, the tracking will be perfect. In Miyamura and Kimura
[19,37], a stability proof for the FEL algorithm for linear
time-invariant systems is presented.
The neuro-fuzzy forward path controller parameters are
tuned online using the Feedback controller response as the er-
ror signal. This control structure provides an internal teacher
so that the control scheme works in an unsupervised manner.
The adjustment of the neuro-fuzzy network parameters during
the control by Feedback-error learning is more convenient
than other learning structures. The network adjustable free
parameters were selected to be centers (mijs) of the output
membership functions of the term nodes in layer four as well
as the link weights at layers two and six as mentioned before.
The central idea behind fuzzy control of the back-propagation
algorithm is the implementation of the heuristics used for fas-
ter convergence in terms of fuzzy ‘‘If–Then’’ rules. In this 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½lRiðe1Þ  lRiðe2Þ2 þ ð0:01Þ2
q
þ 0:01Þ
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Table 7 Fuzzy servo controller combined FAM bank.
e1 e2 P-element D-element I-element
NL NL NL ZE NL
NS NL NS PS NL
ZE NL ZE PL NL
PS NL PS PL NS
PL NL PL PL ZE
NL NS NL NS NL
NS NS NS ZE NL
ZE NS ZE PS NS
PS NS PS PL ZE
PL NS PL PL PS
NL ZE NL NL NL
NS ZE NS NS NS
ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE
PS ZE PS PS PS
PL ZE PL PL PL
NL PS NL NL NS
NS PS NS NL ZE
ZE PS ZE NS PS
PS PS PS ZE PL
PL PS PL PS PL
NL PL NL NL ZE
NS PL NS NL PS
ZE PL ZE NL PL
PS PL PS NS PL
PL PL PL ZE PL
820 A.A. Fahmy, A.M. Abdel Ghanystudy, the fuzzy-PID-like Feedback controller along with a
ﬁxed learning rate provides the general non-linear policy of
the controller and learning signal as well. Weight changes
are performed at the kth iteration according to:
EtotðwkÞ ¼ 1
2
Xl
i¼1
Titot  TiFF
 2 ¼ 1
2
Xl
i¼1
TiFB
 2 ð38Þ
Dwk ¼ g @EtotðwkÞ
@wk
¼ gTiFB
   @TiFFðwkÞ
@wk
ð39Þ
gTiFB ¼ gkU kPkNPei1 þ kDkND ei1  ei2
 þ kIkNI ei1 þ ei2  
ð40Þ
where Etot(wk) is the total error at the kth iteration, T
i
tot is the
total acting torque at robot link i; TiFF is the feed-forward con-
troller torque at robot link i; TiFB is the Feedback controller
torque at robot link i, wk is the vector of weight values afterFigure 13 Healthy volunteersthe kth iteration, Dwk is the change in these weights, l is the to-
tal link numbers of the robot, ei1 and e
i
2 are the current and
past position errors at link i, and g is the learning rate. The
chain rule is then applied to calculate the network output par-
tial derivative with respect to the variables weights at each
layer as explained in Section 3. The neuro-fuzzy modeling tech-
nique utilized in this work address three main problems usually
linked with fuzzy system. The suggested techniques links data-
mining rule generation techniques to the direct measurements
obtained from the robot structure to form neuro-fuzzy system
structure that posse’s structure linked to the target dynamic
system. The target universe of discourse of the fuzzy system
target output membership functions is bounded by the output
domain of the link torques to limit the controller output. The
input universe of discourse of the fuzzy system input member-
ship functions is automatically generated during the rule gen-
eration phase to form compact structure of the system. The
fuzzy control is considered as a non-linear model free control
that posses a ﬁxed structure that can be initially designed
and then tuned to best ﬁt the target system while it is in oper-
ation. This characteristic and its non-linearity emulate the clas-
sical gain scheduling and variable-structure control in their
effect on the system. The effect of changing the fuzzy member-
ship size on each P, I, or D term of the controller is similar to
changing each controller term value in classical linear PID
controller, while changing the number of controller rules is
controlled by the number of membership functions in the uni-
verse of discourse of the error domain. This directly affects the
controller non-linearity and response time, for example less
number of membership functions and rules results in quicker
controller response and closer to classical linear PID control-
ler. The optimal fuzzy model size is normally subjected to
the designer selection of the structure of the controller and
its tuning method. This is why, in this work, the main fuzzy
controller is designed from the dynamic measurements of the
robot arm, while the initial servo control is selected to emulate
the operation of classical PID controller, although using the
non-linearity characteristics of the fuzzy PID to cope with
the complexity and non-linearity of the robotic structure. Fi-
nally, the formation of the neuro-fuzzy system in the form of
adaptable differential neural network enhances the ﬂexibility
of the system structure to be modiﬁed easily during online
adaptation allowing for rules to be omitted or being with less
effect as well as the possibility for changing membership func-
tions shape. In this way, many of the randomness nature of
normal fuzzy system are avoided in the suggested system.and mechanical limb model.
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Figure 14 Neuro-fuzzy controller position trajectories tracking.
Neuro-fuzzy inverse model control structure of robotic manipulators utilized for physiotherapy applications 8215. Comparison study of the results
In this work, the main fuzzy controller is designed from
the dynamic measurements of the robot arm; this meansthat an initial learning stage is utilized to tune the main
controller for the required trajectories with healthy volun-
teer or mechanical model as shown in Fig. 13 Pham et al.
[22,28].
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Neuro-fuzzy inverse model control structure of robotic manipulators utilized for physiotherapy applications 825When the patient is attached to the robot, the servo control-
ler will compensate for the discrepancy between the main con-
troller output and the actual patient state. With progress of the
therapy, repetition of the trajectory on the patient, the main
controller is tuned to the patient attached to the robot, and
his neuro-fuzzy network optimal weights are stored under
the patient name and retrieved each time this patient is at-
tached to the therapy robot and so on for each patient. The ro-
bot parameters changes are mainly related to the changes in
the attached patient resistance proﬁle. These changes are the
main motivation behind the suggested control strategy. The
fuzzy-PID servo controller is used for clumsy but robust con-
trol at an early stage of learning to compensate for inevitable
changes on the system. Moreover, the feed-forward neuro-
fuzzy network is the main controller for smooth of the robot
with the patient attached to the robot under rehabilitation
exercises. The neuro-fuzzy network changes its parameters
through adaptive online learning to achieve robustness of the
control system. Consequently, the inevitable changes of the
system parameters are stored in the neuro-fuzzy network
weights all times. Usually, conventional P, PD, or PID con-
trollers are used as the Feedback controller, while in this work,
Fuzzy-PID controller is utilized to beneﬁt from its non-linear-
ity effect on the system performance during the learning phase
[3]. The proposed control system is tested by applying it to
control the ﬁrst three links of a Puma 560 industrial robot.
The controller algorithm was programmed in C++and linked
to the ‘‘Pro/Mechanica’’ virtual model of the Puma 560
industrial robot. For comparison purposes, a conventional
PID controller, tuned using the Ziegler-Nichols tuning rule
and then ﬁne tuned by trial-error, is also used to control the
robot over the required pre-planned joint-trajectories while
carrying a ﬁxed payload of 7.0 kg representing manipulated
arm. Figs. 14 and 15 represent the results for the suggested
neuro-fuzzy controller, while Figs. 16 and 17 represent the re-
sults for the conventional PID controller. It can be observed
from the results that the proposed neuro-fuzzy controller out-
performs the conventional PID controller, both in terms of
joint displacement and velocity tracking, as a result of the
embedded knowledge of system dynamics in the neuro-fuzzy
feed-forward controller component. Although the conven-
tional PID controller can be used for servo control of the robot
links, it is not suitable as the training signal for the neuro-fuzzy
controller due to high noise associated with the linear integra-
tion and differentiation terms of the controller when used with
sampled measurements, as well as producing stiff driving tor-
que in the case of patient jerk movement of the patient. The
non-linearity characteristics of the fuzzy-PID controller re-
duced the error allowing for better learning effect on the main
neuro-fuzzy controller. Moreover, effect of the feed-forward
controller output at early stages of the rehabilitation process,
reduces the effect of the joint-error on the Feedback controller
driving torque. Moving from the virtual world to the real life
application would reﬂect on the measurements generation
from the robot structure for fuzzy rule generation during the
off-line structure learning phase. Data acquisition technique
used and sampling time selection involved form the main
source for challenge in practical implementation. Confronting
such challenge, would be by designing digital ﬁlter to reject
high frequency components in the measurements for accurate
rule pruning and neuro-fuzzy network size reduction. The
Fuzzy-PID servo controller is used for clumsy but robustcontrol at an early stage of learning to compensate for inevita-
ble changes on the system dominating the control effect for
faster rehabilitation exercises scenarios. Moreover, the feed-
forward neuro-fuzzy network is the main controller for smooth
and slower movement with the patient attached to the robot
under rehabilitation exercises. With rehabilitation progress,
the neuro-fuzzy network changes its parameters through adap-
tive online learning and memorizes the patient proﬁle to
achieve robustness of the control system all over the rehabili-
tation process. For much faster rehabilitation exercises scenar-
ios, the neuro-fuzzy network order should be increased to
include high dynamics of the robot structure in the measure-
ments acquisition [18].This effect would increase the size of
the generated rules as well as sensitivity of the generated rules
to the sampling time selected and utilized digital ﬁlter applied
on the measurements. For slower rehabilitation exercises sce-
narios, the neuro-fuzzy network order can be reduced to ﬁrst
order dynamics of the robot structure [18].This effect would
decrease the size of the generated rules as well as sensitivity
of the generated rules to the sampling time selected and utilized
digital ﬁlter.6. Conclusion
This paper proposed a new solution for the problem of trajec-
tory control of robotic manipulators when applied for robotic
physiotherapy application. A new neuro-fuzzy inverse dynam-
ics network was developed using input/output data sampled
from the robot during free motion under conventional control-
ler. This neuro-fuzzy network forms the feed-forward control-
ler for the proposed control system. A new fuzzy-PID-like
incremental controller is incorporated in the control system
as a Feedback servo controller to drive the physiotherapy ro-
bot in the early stages of learning the rehabilitation process
and provide the learning signal for the feed-forward neural
network. In this way, the overall control produce less stiff driv-
ing torque during the jerk movement of the patient, while
learning the dynamic changes in the system associated with
this sudden movement. A Feedback-error learning scheme uti-
lizing a non-linear learning signal was used to tune the network
weights on-line. The control system was applied to test the
Puma 560 virtual model over pre-planned joint-trajectories
while carrying a ﬁxed payload to emulate the patient arm.
The obtained results showed that the method was effective
and applicable for robotic manipulators control for rehabilita-
tion application. Moreover, the structured Fuzzy-PID control-
ler can be further extended to be implemented in an adaptive
form that can be also pre-tuned to achieve optimal control
over the robotic structure before attaching patients to the
physiotherapy robot. In this work, the controller philosophy
is based mainly on measurements taken directly from the robot
links. All modern industrial robots are equipped with required
sensors, and its controller can be adapted to host the suggested
controller philosophy. Generally, for such therapeutic applica-
tion, a PC would be used to host the patient proﬁle data,
health state, trajectories required,...etc. This PC can be used
as the main unit to generate the control signals to the robot
arm. The main cost lies behind the development of the control-
ler software and the user interface. The frequency response of
the result is much faster than the frequency response of the ro-
bot time constant due to high speed computation power in the
826 A.A. Fahmy, A.M. Abdel Ghanyvirtual domain. Most of the high frequency error signals will
not appear in the practical implementation due to the fact that
the mechanical time constant of the robot will not respond to
high frequency driving torques, while the error signal will con-
verge to the error average trajectory. Digital signal processing
and ﬁltration is an important step in practical implementation
of the system to eliminate high frequency computation and er-
ror signals from the actuators drives. Conventional PID con-
troller can be considered a sub-set of the fuzzy-PID
controllers, while the proposed neuro-fuzzy control has the
advantage of memorizing the robotic structure in its network
rules and weights, while conventional PID controller reacts
only to the system error with no previous knowledge of the sys-
tem it is controlling. In addition, the neuro-fuzzy control has
the ability to update its memory about the system under con-
trol through online tuning.Appendix A. PUMA 560 kinematics
The Kinematics function of the Puma 560 simulator returns a
4 · 4 transformation matrix representing the end-effector posi-
tion and orientation with respect to the base frame of the
manipulator as its output using a given set of joint angles
and link parameters as input. The direct kinematics solution
is a matter of calculating T ¼ A60 ¼
Qi
j¼1A
j
j1 by chain multi-
plying the six Aii1 matrices and evaluating each element in
the T matrix. The individual Aii1 matrices are given by:
Aii1 ¼
Chi CaiShi SaiShi aiChi
Shi CaiChi SaiChi aiShi
0 Sai Cai di
0 0 0 1
2
6664
3
7775 ðA:1Þ
Using the link coordinate system shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1,
each of the Aii1 matrices for left and right arm orientation,
respectively, can be expressed as follows:A10 ¼
Ch1 0 Sh1 0
Sh1 0 Ch1 0
0 1 0 d1
0 0 0 1
2
66664
3
77775;
A21 ¼
Ch2 0 Sh1 a2Ch2
Sh2 Ch2 0 a2Sh2
0 0 1 d2
0 0 0 1
2
66664
3
77775;
A32 ¼
Ch3 0 Sh3 0
Sh3 0 Ch3 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
2
66664
3
77775; A43 ¼
Ch4 0 Sh4 0
Sh4 0 Ch4 0
0 1 0 d4
0 0 0 1
2
66664
3
77775;
A54 ¼
Ch5 0 Sh5 0
Sh5 0 Ch5 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
2
66664
3
77775;A65 ¼
Ch6 Sh6 0 0
Sh6 Ch6 0 0
0 0 1 d6
0 0 0 1
2
666664
3
777775 ðA:2Þwhere Shi = sin(hi) and Chi = cos(hi).
In this way the end-effector orientation and position with
reference to the base coordinate system (frame 0) can be ob-
tained from T as:T ¼ n s a p
0 0 0 1
	 

¼
nx sx ax px
ny sy ay py
nz sz az pz
0 0 0 1
2
6664
3
7775 ðA:3Þwherenx ¼ Ch1½Cðh2 þ h3ÞfCh4Ch5Ch6  Sh4Sh6g  Sðh2
þ h3ÞSh5Ch6  Sh1½Sh4Ch5Ch6 þ Ch4Sh6
ny ¼ Sh1½Cðh2 þ h3ÞfCh4Ch5Ch6  Sh4Sh6g  Sðh2
þ h3ÞSh5Ch6 þ Ch1½Sh4Ch5Ch6 þ Ch4Sh6
nz ¼ Sðh2 þ h3Þ½Ch4Ch5Ch6  Sh4Sh6  Cðh2 þ h3ÞSh5Ch6
sx ¼ Ch1½Cðh2 þ h3ÞfCh4Ch5Sh6 þ Sh4Ch6g þ Sðh2
þ h3ÞSh5Sh6  Sh1½Sh4Ch5Sh6 þ Ch4Ch6
sy ¼ Sh1½Cðh2 þ h3ÞfCh4Ch5Sh6 þ Sh4Ch6g þ Sðh2
þ h3ÞSh5Sh6 þ Ch1½Sh4Ch5Sh6 þ Ch4Ch6
sz ¼ Sðh2 þ h3ÞfCh4Ch5Sh6 þ Sh4Ch6g  Cðh2 þ h3ÞSh5Sh6
ax ¼ Ch1½Cðh2 þ h3ÞCh4Sh5 þ Sðh2 þ h3ÞCh5  Sh1Sh4Sh5
ay ¼ Sh1½Cðh2 þ h3ÞCh4Sh5 þ Sðh2 þ h3ÞCh5  Ch1Sh4Sh5
az ¼ Sðh2 þ h3ÞCh4Sh5 þ Cðh2 þ h3ÞCh5
px ¼ Ch1½d6fCðh2 þ h3ÞCh4Sh5 þ Sðh2 þ h3ÞCh5g  Sðh2
þ h3Þd4 þ a2Ch2  Sh1fd6Sh4Sh5 þ d2g
py ¼ Sh1½d6fCðh2 þ h3ÞCh4Sh5 þ Sðh2 þ h3ÞCh5g  Sðh2
þ h3Þd4 þ a2Ch2 þ Ch1fd6Sh4Sh5 þ d2g
pz ¼ d6fCðh2 þ h3ÞCh5  Sðh2 þ h3ÞCh4Sh5g þ Cðh2 þ h3Þd4
 a2Sh2 þ d1	 ± Indicate left and right shoulder conﬁguration,
respectively.
Given the end-effector orientation and position as shown
above, the inverse kinematics approach is used to obtain the
joint angles hi of the robot arm as follows:
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py
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2x þ p2y  d22
q
 d2px
px
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2x þ p2y  d22
q
þ d2py
2
64
3
75 ðA:4Þ
h2 ¼ Tan1
 pzfa2 þ d4Sh3g þ fd4Ch3g 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2x þ p2y  d22
qn o 
pzðd4Ch3Þ  fa2 þ d4Sh3g 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2x þ p2y  d22
qn o
2
64
3
75
ðA:5Þ
	 ± Indicate left and right shoulder conﬁguration,
respectively.
h3 ¼ Tan1
p2x þ p2y þ p2z  d24  a22  d22

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4d24a
2
2  ðp2x þ p2y þ p2z  d24  a22  d22Þ2
q
2
64
3
75;
ðA:6Þ
	 ± Indicate elbow-below-hand and elbow-above-hand con-
ﬁgurations, respectively.h4 ¼ Tan1 Ch1ay  Sh1ax
Ch1Cðh2 þ h3Þax þ Sh1Cðh2 þ h3Þay  Sðh2 þ h3Þaz
	 

; ðA:7Þ
h5 ¼ Tan1 ðCh1Cðh2 þ h3ÞCh4  Sh1Sh4Þax þ ðSh1Cðh2 þ h3ÞCh4 þ Ch1Sh4Þay  Ch4Sðh2 þ h3Þaz
Ch1Sðh2 þ h3Þax þ Sh1Sðh2 þ h3Þay þ Cðh2 þ h3Þaz
	 

ðA:8Þ
h6 ¼ Tan1 ðSh1Ch4  Ch1Cðh2 þ h3ÞSh4Þnx þ ðCh1Ch4  Sh1Cðh2 þ h3ÞSh4Þny þ ðSh4Sðh2 þ h3ÞÞnzðSh1Ch4  Ch1Cðh2 þ h3ÞSh4Þsx þ ðCh1Ch4  Sh1Cðh2 þ h3ÞSh4Þsy þ ðSh4Sðh2 þ h3ÞÞsz
	 

ðA:9Þ	 180 6 h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6 6 180
	 The degenerate case (h5 = 0), i.e., when the axis of joint 6 is
aligned with the approach vector ½ ax ay az T , results in
(h4 + h6) = total angle required to align the orientation
of the hand.
	 For a given arm conﬁguration, (h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6) is a set of
solutions and
	 (h1,h2,h3,h4 + p,h5,h6 + p) is another set of solutions.
	 The joint angles hi are obtained in the following sequence
h1,h3,h2,h4,h5,h6.Appendix B. PUMA 560 dynamics
The dynamic equations of any open chain robot manipulator
are expressed as:
Xn
j¼1
Dij€hj þHTransi ðh; _hÞ þHRoti ðh; _hÞ þ Gi ¼ si
whereDij ¼ DRotij þDTransij
¼
Xn
s¼j
R0sZi1
 T
Is R
0
sZj1
 n o
þ
Xn
s¼j
ms Zj1 

Xs1
j¼k
pk þ cs
" #( )

 Zi1 
 rs  pi1½ f g
" #
¼
Xn
s¼j
R0sZi1
 T
Is R
0
sZj1
 n o
;
i 6 j; i ¼ 1; . . . ; nþ
Xn
s¼j
ms Zj1 
 rs  pj1
  

 Zi1 
 rs  pi1½ f g ðB:1ÞHTransi ðh; _hÞ¼
Xn
s¼i
ms
Xs1
k¼1
Xk
p¼1
_hpZp1
" #


Xk
q¼1
_hqZq1
" #

pk
" #
8>>><
>>>:
9>>>=
>>>;
8>>><
>>>:
2
666664
2
666664
þ
Xk
p¼2
Xp1
q¼1
_hqZq1
" #


_hpZp1
2
664
3
775
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>;
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3
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Xs
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 Zi1
 rspi1½ f g; i¼1; . . . ;n ðB:2Þ
HRoti ðh; _hÞ¼
Xn
s¼i
R0sZi1
 T
Is
Xs
j¼1
_hjR
0
sZj1

Xs
k¼jþ1
_hkR
0
sZk1
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R0sZi1

Xs
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0
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¼1;. . .;n ðB:3Þ
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Xn
j¼i
mj½rj  pi1; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n
g ¼ ðgx; gy; gzÞT; jgj ¼ 9:8062 m=s2
ðB:4Þ
where mi is the mass of link i; Ii the inertia about the center of
mass of link i with respect to the base coordinate system; si the
applied torque exerted on link i; rs the position vector to the
center of mass of link from the base coordinate system; cs
the position vector of the center of mass of link s from the
(s  1)th coordinate frame with reference to the base coordi-
nate frame; Is the inertia tensor matrix of link about its center
of mass expressed in the sthcoordinate system; R0s the rotation
matrix with reference to the Sth coordinate frame; 1 6 s 6 n;
and Zj1 the axis of rotation of joint j with reference to the
base coordinate frame.
The dynamic coefﬁcients Dij and Gi are functions of both
the joint variables and inertial parameters of the manipulator,
while HTransi and H
Rot
i are functions of the joint variables, the
joint velocities and inertial parameters of the manipulator.
These coefﬁcients have the following interpretations:
1. The elements of the Dij matrix are related to the link’s iner-
tia of the manipulator. Eq. (B.1) reveals the acceleration
effects of joint j acting on joint i where the driving torque
si acts. The ﬁrst term of Eq. (B.1) indicates the inertial
effects of moving link j on joint i due to the rotational
motion of link j, and vice versa. If i= j, it is the effective
inertia felt at joint i due to the rotational motion of link
j, while if i „ j, it is the pseudo products of inertia of link
j felt at joint i due to the rotational motion of link j. The
second term has same physical meaning except it is due to
the transitional motion of link j acting on joint i.
2. The HTransi ðh; _hÞ is related to the velocities of the joint vari-
ables. Eq. (B.2) represents the combined centrifugal and
Coriolis reaction torques felt at joint i due to the velocities
of joints p and q resulted from the transitional motions of
links p and q. The ﬁrst and third terms of Eq. (B.2) consti-
tute the centrifugal and Coriolis reaction forces from all the
links below link i in the kinematic chain due to the transi-
tional motion of the links. If p= q, then it represents the
centrifugal reaction forces felt at joint i. If p „ q, then it
indicates the Coriolis forces acting on joint i. The second
and fourth terms of Eq. (B.2) indicate the Coriolis reaction
forces contributed from links below link i in the kinematic
chain due to the transitional motion of the links.
3. The HRoti ðh; _hÞ is also related to the velocities of the joint
variables. Similar to the HTransi ðh; _hÞ, Eq. (B.3) reveals the
combined centrifugal and Coriolis reaction torques felt at
joint i due to the velocities of joints p and q resulted from
the rotational motion of link p and q. The ﬁrst term of
Eq. (B.3) indicates purely the Coriolis reaction forces of
joints p and q acting on joint i due to the rotational motion
of the links. The second term is the combined centrifugal
and Coriolis reaction forces acting on joint i, while ifp „ q,
then it represents the Coriolis forces acting on joint i due to
the rotational motion of the links.
4. The coefﬁcient Gi represents the gravity acting on joint i
from the links above joint i.
For the Puma 560 robot arm, the elements of the Dij ma-
trix come from the transitional and rotational effects of thelinks. For the ﬁrst three joints (h1,h2,h3), because of their usu-
ally long link length for maximum reach and long distance
traveled between initial position and ﬁnal position, the effects
of transitional motion will dominate the rotational motion. In
contrast to the ﬁrst three joints, the rotational effects will dom-
inate for the last three joints. Hence, one can simplify the com-
putation of the Dij matrix by considering only the transitional
effects for the ﬁrst three joints and the rotational effects for the
last three joints. Similarly, one can evaluate the contribution of
HTransi and H
Rot
i and eliminate their computations if they are
insigniﬁcant. The resulting simpliﬁed model retains the entire
major interaction and coupling reaction forces at a reduced
computation time and greatly aids the design of an appropriate
control law for controlling the robot arm.
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